Abstract--For a given idempotent p and some element a from a differential associative ring, we introduce gauge transformation Ap + a with the spectral parameter A that leaves some linear operators form invariant. The explicit form of the a is derived for the generalized Zakharov-Shabat problem. The maps that factorize Darboux transformations are referred to as elementary ones. Binary transformations that correspond to the iteration of elementary maps with the special choice of solutions of the direct and conjugate problems are introduced and widen the potential reductions set. We show an infinitesimal version of iterated transforms. The spectral operator and soliton theories applications are outlined. The nonabelian N-wave interaction equation modification with additional linear terms, its zero curvature representation, soliton solutions, and their stability with respect to infinitesimal deformations are studied.
INTRODUCTION
The technique of Darboux transformations allows us to obtain a wide class of integrable potentials of linear operators by sequential iterations. The procedure includes solutions of the correspondent linear problems and gives great variety of computational facilities for nonlinear systems being purely algebraic [2] . Looking for a heredity of constraints on matrix potentials (reduction restrictions) under DT actions, one can split standard DT to elementary ones [3] (eDT). It is possible to do it in an abstract way: i.e., to define elementary DT for any projector (idempotent) element in a differential ring or module [4] starting from intertwine relation of a linear problem which contains some elements as "potentials" and '~ave functions" (WF). The explicit determination of eDT follows the spirit of classical Darboux theorems. Moreover, the sum of n such transformations in an n x n matrix case with usual differentiation by a parameter gives the standard DT of the generalized Zakharov-Shabat (ZS) problem [5] . It explains the name we gave to such transforms [3, 6] . In the case of Lax (U-V) pair existence that constitutes a soliton system, the formalism may generate elementary Backlund transformations [7] .
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Typeset by .4x,~"rEx 73 We combine eDTs for direct and conjugate problems to obtain the binary DT (bDT) [5, 6] ; see also [2, 8] with the same name but different origin and context. Namely, the symmetric form of the resulting expressions for the transformed potentials and wave functions (WF) make heredity of reduction constraints [5, 6, 9] or underlying automorphisms [10] of the generic ZS problem almost evident.
We begin with the general abstract formulation of eDT and bDT covariance theorems at rings (Section 2). After that, we study examples that generalize the N-wave system with a zero curvature condition of appropriate pairs of generalized linear problems of first order (in differentiation) (Section 3). It holds at ring again. The case is chosen for the sake of applications evidence, both of importance in classical geometry with modern generalizations [11, 12] and having a general significance in the applied mathematics; see, e.g., DT application in spectral problems computations [13] . Let us mention also the connections with Riemann-Hilbert and nonlinear problems with nontriviai reductions with direct applications in theoretical physics [14] .
The infinitesimal bDT generated by the sequence of eDT allows attractive development of the theory. It is placed into the last Section 4 and arises as a generalization of [1] . The natural small deformations of iterated WF and correspondent potentials with respect to intermediate parameters appear within the procedure of bDT building: we derive the general form of infinitesimals of bDT at rings. These perturbation formulas allow us to define generators of the corresponding group, this is, symmetry group of a given hierarchy associated with the ZS problem under consideration. It also permits us to introduce small variations of initial conditions and study nonlinear stability in the class of perturbations available by bDT.
ELEMENTARY AND BINARY DARBOUX TRANSFORMATIONS
We begin with basic notion introductions and formulate theorems that join the results of n x n matrix formulation [3, 5] with a somewhat abstract extension of eDT covariance based on the existence of idempotents and correspondent division rings (skew fields) in an associative differential ring A over the field K (see [4] ). Let D be the differentiation map on A and let us fix two idempotents (projectors) p and q, such that p, q E ker D. Then the element s = e -p -q is the additional projector. We choose here the three basic projectors case, for it covers features of a general one but has yet clear explicit form.
For every x E A we denote xa~ = axE, where ~,/~ E p, q, s, so we split the ring in the direct sum A = ~,~A~.
Let us fix the element J = alp + a2q + a3s, al,a2,a3 E K, al # a2 # a3 ~ al. The case of equal ai (degenerate) is considered in a similar manner [7] . [15] , and the following theorems may be proved as in [4] . We mention here additional possibilities of the Schlesinger transformation [4, [15] [16] [17] in the cases of constraints aqq = 0 or ass = 0. The peculiarity of the transforms is that in this case it is not necessary to use the auxiliary solutions of the ZS equation: the transformed potential u ~ is expressed via the basic potential u directly. The choice of both aqq = 0, ass = 0, introduces constraints for the potential u (see [15] ).
For the conjugate problem The equations for a c and u c differ from (2.3) and (2.4) only by the order of operators and D* form (c label the conjugate transform). The solution of these equations again is determined by solutions with projectors multiplied from the right-hand side @p,q,s --¢(P, q, s) with the spectral parameter/~ so we wish to formulate the theorem for the conjugate problem in a somewhat different order. The proof of (2.12) may be delivered by the substitution of a ec from formulas for conjugate problem (2.9),(2.10) with u --* u e and ¢ --, X e. The derivation of (2.11) is performed first by
We consider the case D* = -D, hence ~E -1 is the solution of the conjugate equation (2.7) and the transformed potential is identical to u e. Namely, this point allows us to carry out the binary transformations. Elements of E -1, denoted by correspondent projectors, may be subsequently calculated. After that, the bDT and the respective theorem may be proved. We introduce the binary transformation as a sequence of two elementary ones in both spaces. In the case of conjugate space, the first one is made by the inverse operator to E with the spectral parameter p and the correspondent solution of the direct problem ~o. The second map is generated by resulting functions X e expressed in the same way but from a linear independent seed solution X of the equation (2.7) with the parameter v. For the direct case, the order is opposite. The final formulation is as follows.
THEOREM 2.3. Let the inverse of the element PX~P exist. The binary DTs for solution of the direct ZS problem and for the conjugate one (2.7) with D* = -19 are given by the following equalities:
(2.5),(2.6) and then by inverse of the transformation (2.9) based on the results of the previous step. For (2.13), the Riccati system for ~ and ~} is useful.
Here the scalar product analog is introduced:
(¢, ~o)p = ls~p e A m, and ci,2 appears due to the arbitrary choice of the constant diagonal elements of the a for both elementary transformations (Theorems 2.1 and 2.2). It is easy to check that the transform of the potential may be rewritten in terms of idempotents P = ¢(X, ~)plX (2.14)
up to choice cl = 1. Hence
For matrices, the ring structure is natural and if matrix elements are functions of parameters, the differentiation may be such simple construction as the derivative with respect to the parameter. Obviously ker D is the set of constant matrices and K is the field of numbers. Such realizations have been introduced in [3, 5] for matrices, and the applications of binary DT were used for multisolitons and other solutions of NEE construction [3, 5, 6, 9, 15] .
THE EXAMPLE OF N-WAVE EQUATIONS
Let us consider the set of n idempotents Pi. The elements ai, bk E K define combinations The compatibility condition for the system (3.1) is the nonlinear equation that gives three equations as coefficients by powers of A: [14] . The last term in (3.2) may be interesting for integrable N-wave systems even for the abelian case. Such a term, for example, may account for phase differences of waves that appear from wave asynchronism. The choice x = ~_,~ x~pi satisfies all conditions. In the case of the nonabelian, the N-wave equation takes the form
NM = MN, D~M + [M,[H,N]] =DtN + [N,[H,M]],

(al, -ai)Hik,v -(bk -bi)Hik,t = [(as -ai)(bk -bs) -(bs -bi)(ak --a,)]HisHsk
+ (a~ -ak + bk --b~)(xiHi~ -hikxk), (3.3) where the sum by s is implied. It is easy to obtain solutions of (3.2),(3.3) by all possible eDT as well as bDT. For example, elementary transformations (2.10) for n = 3 and zero seed H = 0 give two nonzero elements of the transformed potential /-/qp : C~q~; 1 , I'~sep = C(~s~; 1 .
Now we shall consider reduction constraints in rings, following [10] . It is necessary to introduce an analog of the conjugate element. The definition may be generalized for any involute automorphism a E a* at this ring. In analogy with the matrix case, we denote ~+ = q~p for any q --, A, where q* is determined if some basis is introduced and coefficients belong to K. The reduction constraint that corresponds to the classical three-wave system analog gives the conditions
Comparing the forms of binary DT (2.10) for both the ZS equations (3.1), one finds that the transformation is the symmetry for the compatibility condition (3.2), and the element H is transformed as HI1] = H + (# +/**)l-I, (3.5) where Ilik = ¢~(¢.,¢)-1¢~ satisfies the reductions (3.4). If we treat the classical three-wave system, the equations (3.2) for the diagonal x may be written in details. For example, the first one of them is and generates multisolitons if we start from the zero seed. The determinant formulas [15] may be obtained by the standard technique [2] and very similar to ones given in [5] .
INFINITESIMALS FOR ITERATED DT
The main observation that allows us to develop the technique is that the binary combination of nonzero eDTs (2.9)-(2.11) may generate a new potential that coincides with the seed one. Namely, the transform is u[1] = u, if u = # and (X, ¢) ¢ 0. It means that bDT formulas determine Lie groups and the correspondent Lie algebra according to the linear appearance of the parameter ~u -u in the one-parametrical subgroups. All iterated solutions of the ZS problem may define independent elements of the Lie algebra.
In analogy with results of [1] beginning from small parameter introduction PROOF. The sum at iterated potential naturally appears from (4.1). The limiting procedure for solutions within every item that is already proportional to 6i gives solutions of the seed problem as the addition is again proportional to a small parameter (see (4.2)).
If within the reduction restriction class of solutions the nonzero scalar product element (~o, X)p may be normalized, then we may simplify the projector so that p(0) = ~PX; ~, X are solutions of the direct and conjugate problems (3.1),(2.7) with the same SP #, such that (X, ~)p = P.
All items at (4.3) have poles of the first order, hence going from sums to integrals one may obtain the following representations of the linear part of the iterated potential:
u(1)= [J, fs¢(A)P¢(~)dc~(,~) ] •
As these expressions for small perturbations contain arbitrary matrix solutions, they may be applied for studying of stability of soliton solutions of corresponding nonlinear equations. Going down to three-wave problem (3.6) with the reduction (3.4) and to the usual matrix case illustration, we consider the second iteration formula for perturbed solitons. The solutions of the linear system (3.1) (over zero seed potential) is given by the formulas from Section 3. The perturbation of the soliton solution H [1] (see (3.5) ) is given by and contains functions for every wave multiplied by 6 = 2 Re A that may be chosen as the small parameter. The analysis shows stability of this soliton solution in this class of perturbations. and may be studied within the DT technique as the formalism contain its solutions. Wide generalizations of the technique are possible via the notion of ring automorphism that has the differentiation as the limiting case [18] .
CONCLUSION
